
Time is precious to the small business owner. Most time is spent doing business away from the 
customers. Understanding how time factors in running a business help ensure business success.

Business Time Management 
Time management includes everything from invoices to inventory, customer service and the penny 
counting and recording along the way. But time management isn't just about dealing with business. 

Daily Time Management and Your Personal Life
Business owners don't have the option of stopping work at a set time; a trade-off of owning a small 
business. The dangers of an uneven work/personal life include trading financial success for time, 
bringing work home and choosing between working or doing stuff with the family. 

The Best Time Management Tips
• Make time for your life – don't push personal life aside for the quest of a successful business. 
• Follow the business plan – if you don't fully understand all aspects of the business (which the 

business plan is set up to do), you will waste time and effort looking for what to do next. 
• Stay accountable for your finances – make a daily habit of recording receipts and transactions. 

A Few Effective Time Management Techniques for Your Business 
• Keep up with the daily accounting of both inventory and finances. 
• Organize paperwork such as ordering, bookkeeping, filing and banking.
• Set a schedule for suppliers and vendors. If possible, set up a single day to handle these. 

• Stay on top of maintenance and paperwork schedules. Small tasks left undone lead to large 
headaches. 

Using these basic tips and tricks can help best manage your time in business. 
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